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The Tax Justice Network Australia (TJN-Aus) welcomes this opportunity to make submission
on implementing a diverted profits tax (DPT). TJN-Aus welcomes the government’s
proposed design of the DPT, especially that it will impose a penalty tax rate of 40 per cent on
profits transferred offshore through related party transactions with insufficient economic
substance that reduce the tax paid on profits generated in Australia by more than 20 per
cent.
TJN-Aus believes that in dealing with tax dodging by multinational enterprises a mix of
multilateral and unilateral measures are required. This is also the view of the OECD through
the BEPS project, where for example it has recommended that countries take unilateral
measures to deal with issues like hybrid mismatches. Reliance on only multilateral measures
will ensure that greater levels of tax dodging will be maintained as there are foreign
jurisdictions that have demonstrated that they are willing to design their tax laws to assist
multinational enterprises in being able to carry out cross-border tax avoidance. Some of
these jurisdictions have also been exposed as being willing to cut secret tax deals to assist
the multinational enterprise in tax avoidance arrangements that cheat other countries out of
the tax revenue they should be able to collect.
The use of some unilateral measures is therefore essential to combat the activities of the
minority of foreign jurisdictions that actively seek to facilitate cross-border tax avoidance. the
The DPT is necessary because of the inadequacy of the OECD BEPS Actions 8,9 and 10
proposals on transfer pricing, and the weak proposals on CFC rules in Action 3. This means
that multinational enterprises are still free to dodge taxes by locating activities such as
ownership of IP rights in low-tax jurisdictions, and treat operating affiliates in source
countries as ‘stripped risk’ producers or distributors. The proposed DPT will help combat the
"cash box" arrangements offered by the governments of Luxembourg and Switzerland, and
the Dutch government provided IP management entity arrangements.
The only effective way to end many of the tax dodging strategies of multinational enterprises
is to abandon the arm’s length principle and treat multinational enterprises in accordance
with the economic reality that they operate as unitary firms. By continuing to accept the
fiction of separate entity the OECD BEPS project failed to deliver on the G20 request to
reform the rules so that multinational enterprises could be taxed ‘where economic activities
occur and value is created’. While enacting the DPT, Australia should press for such a new
approach in the BEPS project, as part of the continuing work on the profit split method, and
in the Digital Economy Task Force.
The UK DPT has already yielded some very public results, with Facebook (unlike Google)
accepting that it has some sales in the UK, at least in relation to its large customers which
have client managers in order to avoid the threat of the UK DPT. It is likely to increase tax
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payments by Facebook in the UK by millions of pounds.1 The UK Government expects to
raise £3.1 billion (A$6 billion) over five years from the impact of the UK DPT changing the
tax behaviour of large multinational enterprises operating in the UK.2
Tommaso Faccio, chartered accountant and lecturer in accounting at the Nottingham
University Business School in Nottingham, and Jeffery Kadet, University of Washington
School of Law, note that in response to the DPT in the UK, Amazon is also reported to be in
the process of establishing a taxable presence in the UK.3 They conclude from their analysis
of the UK DPT that:4
The initiation of DPT and the changes to royalty withholding announced in the 2016
U.K. budget have a major impact on the economics of profit-shifting structures that
require on-the-ground sales, marketing, and other support activities in the U.K. The
U.K.’s actions will be closely examined and may well be followed by numerous other
countries feeling the effects of aggressive profit-shifting structures.
If U.K.-style provisions are adopted in many other countries, multinationals worldwide
should rethink the economics and risks of their profit-shifting structures, given the
significant increase in local taxation that will result. Multinationals should consider
unwinding their profit-shifting structures when the benefits no longer justify the risks
or administrative costs and inconveniences.
TJN-Aus is concerned that the 20 per cent tax reduction threshold may be too high. For
example, a multinational enterprise with profits of $100 million in Australia would be
permitted to avoid up to $20 million before being caught by the DPT. Given the threshold test
does not require the ATO to take action, but allows them to, provided they have cause to
believe the test of the transaction lacking economic substance applies, a lower threshold
allows the ATO more ability to take action. It means if a transaction is entered into that
obviously lacks economic substance, the ATO will have the option to take action. The ATO
will still need to assess the amount of revenue to be recovered against the cost of the ATO
taking action. Thus a threshold of 10 per cent tax reduction would seem more suitable. In
addition the ATO should be able to also take action against transactions that result in a $5
million tax reduction if they lack economic substance, even if this is below the 10%
threshold.
TJN-Aus supports that the DPT will apply where it is reasonable to conclude based on the
information available at the time to the ATO that the arrangement is designed to secure a tax
reduction.
TJN-Aus supports that the ATO be given more options to reconstruct the alternative
arrangement on which to assess the diverted profits where a related party transaction is
assessed to be artificial or contrived.
TJN-Aus supports that the DPT will impose a liability when an assessment is issued by the
ATO (so it will not operate on a self-assessment basis) and that it will require upfront
payment, which can only be adjusted following the successful review of the assessment. We
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also support that the DPT will put the onus on taxpayers to provide relevant and timely
information on offshore related party transactions to the ATO to prove why the DPT should
not apply.
TJN-Aus supports the DPT starting from income years commencing on or after 1 July 2017
and that it will apply whether or not a relevant transaction (or series of transactions) was
entered into before that date.
TJN-Aus would prefer that the DPT applied to wider group of multinational enterprises, so
would prefer a lower annual income threshold of $200 million. However, TJN-Aus accepts
that at this point in time the measure be targeted to very large multinational enterprises with
annual global income of $1 billion or more or an entity that is a member of a group of
entities, consolidated for accounting purposes, which has annual global income of $1 billion
or more.
TJN-Aus believes that the de minimis threshold of $25 million of Australian turnover for the
DPT to apply is on the high side, but acknowledges that initially the DPT should be targeted
to larger entities that may be engaged in tax avoidance in Australia. TJN-Aus accepts that
the de minimis threshold aligns with a number of existing thresholds.
TJN-Aus supports that where a significant global entity has multiple related Australian
entities, the $25 million de minimis will be calculated based on the total Australian turnover
of the entities.
TJN-Aus supports that an arrangement with a related party be subject to the DPT if:
 the transaction has given rise to an effective tax mismatch; and
 the transaction has insufficient economic substance.
TJN-Aus agrees that in determining the reduction in the tax liability due to the cross-border
related party transaction, the circumstances of the reduction (such as different tax rates, the
provision of tax relief and the exclusion of an amount from tax) will be disregarded. This is
important as some foreign jurisdictions have demonstrated that they are willing to actively
design their tax laws and enter into special tax arrangements to facilitate tax avoidance by
multinational enterprises. To allow for exemptions in determining the reduction in the tax
liability will encourage such jurisdictions to attract multinational corporate tax avoiders by
specifically designing their tax laws or cutting special tax deals to exploit any exemption
provided.
TJN-Aus agrees that in determining the tax liabilities to be compared under the effective tax
mismatch requirement, only the Australian and foreign income taxes relevant to the
transaction should be taken into account. We also agree that any available losses which
may be available to the offshore related party should not be included in the effective tax
mismatch calculation.
TJN-Aus agrees that the determination of whether there is insufficient economic substance
be based upon whether it is reasonable to conclude based on the information available at
the time to the ATO that the transaction(s) was designed to secure the tax reduction.
TJN-Aus opposes that the amount of debt a significant global entity has in Australia will be
exempted from the DPT if it falls within the thin capitalisation safe harbour. TJN-Aus believes
that any debt amount that gives rise to an effective tax mismatch and which has insufficient
economic substance should be subject to the DPT, regardless of if it is below the thin
capitalisation safe harbour or not.
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TJN-Aus agrees that the DPT due and payable should not be reduced by the amount of tax
paid in a foreign jurisdiction on the diverted profits, consistent with the application of
penalties under Australia’s existing transfer pricing rules.
We also agree that the DPT assessment include an interest charge calculated by reference
to the period from the date any amount would have been payable on the relevant income tax
assessment to the issue of the provisional DPT assessment.
TJN-Aus agrees that the DPT should not be deductible or creditable for income tax (or
petroleum resource rent tax) purposes.
TJN-Aus believes that taxpayers should be required to disclose up front if they may have
transactions that could give rise to a DPT liability, with significant penalties for failing to
disclose such a risk. Such a requirement will reduce the enforcement burden on the ATO, as
it will reduce the level of resources needed by the ATO to find the cases where the DPT
should apply. However, any requirement to disclose transactions that could give rise to a
DPT liability should not replace the ATO carrying out its own thorough investigations to
detect arrangements that have not been disclosed or even accept the version of selfdisclosure by the multinational enterprise without conducting its own verification of the facts.
TJN-Aus agrees that the DPT can be applied up to seven years after the taxpayer has
lodged their income tax return for the relevant year, consistent with the current review period
for transfer pricing matters.
We also agree that the taxpayer be given 60 days to make representations to correct factual
matters set out in the provisional DPT assessment. TJN-Aus supports that the taxpayer will
have 21 days to pay the amount of the final assessment of the DPT.
The TJN-Aus agrees that the ATO be given 12 months to review the final DPT assessment,
during which time the taxpayer may provide information to the ATO to support an
amendment to the DPT assessment.
TJN-Aus supports that, during the review period, the ATO may issue a supplementary DPT
assessment to increase the amount of DPT payable up to 30 days prior to the end of the
review period. Further, we agree that at the end of the review period the taxpayer be given
30 days to lodge an appeal through the court process.

Dr Mark Zirnsak
Secretariat
Tax Justice Network Australia
c/- 130 Little Collins Street
Melbourne, Victoria, 3000
Phone: (03) 9251 5265
E-mail: mark.zirnsak@victas.uca.org.au
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Background on the Tax Justice Network Australia
The Tax Justice Network Australia (TJN-Aus) is the Australian branch of the Tax Justice
Network (TJN) and the Global Alliance for Tax Justice. TJN is an independent organisation
launched in the British Houses of Parliament in March 2003. It is dedicated to high-level
research, analysis and advocacy in the field of tax and regulation. TJN works to map,
analyse and explain the role of taxation and the harmful impacts of tax evasion, tax
avoidance, tax competition and tax havens. TJN’s objective is to encourage reform at the
global and national levels.
The Tax Justice Network aims to:
(a)
promote sustainable finance for development;
(b)
promote international co-operation on tax regulation and tax related crimes;
(c)
oppose tax havens;
(d)
promote progressive and equitable taxation;
(e)
promote corporate responsibility and accountability; and
(f)
promote tax compliance and a culture of responsibility.
In Australia the current members of TJN-Aus are:
 ActionAid Australia
 Aid/Watch
 Anglican Overseas Aid
 Australian Council for International Development (ACFID)
 Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU)
 Australian Education Union
 Australian Services Union
 Baptist World Aid
 Caritas Australia
 Columban Mission Institute, Centre for Peace Ecology and Justice
 Community and Public Service Union
 Friends of the Earth
 GetUp!
 Global Poverty Project
 Greenpeace Australia Pacific
 International Transport Workers Federation
 Jubilee Australia
 Maritime Union of Australia
 National Tertiary Education Union
 New South Wales Nurses and Midwives’ Association
 Oaktree Foundation
 Oxfam Australia
 Save the Children Australia
 SEARCH Foundation
 SJ around the Bay
 Social Policy Connections
 Synod of Victoria and Tasmania, Uniting Church in Australia
 TEAR Australia
 Union Aid Abroad – APHEDA
 UnitedVoice
 UnitingWorld
 UnitingJustice
 Victorian Trades Hall Council
 World Vision Australia
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